In this document we provide details on the ASTER and SPOT satellite images that we used for obtaining the glacier-surface velocities (Table S1 and Table S2 ) and on the Landsat satellite images that we used for mapping the debris-covered glacier areas (Table S3) . Table S4 gives details on the correlation procedures, the associated residual uncertainties, and the resulting velocity uncertainties. Table S5 gives details on the investigated glaciers, including center coordinates of bounding rectangles, area, length, elevation range, aspect, slope, debris cover, and surging behavior. Each glacier is identified with a unique number (Glacier ID), which are also given in the Tables  S6-S8. Tables S6 and S7 provide topographic details on their catchments and accumulation areas, respectively. Table S8 gives details on the glacier velocities (mean, max, abundance of data gaps) and whether a glacier has been excluded from some of the more detailed analysis, with a pointer to the corresponding figure in the manuscript. Table S4 : Image correlation details. To obtain an estimate of the residual uncertainty in the displacement measurements, we take the mean and standard deviation in the east-west and north-south displacement maps over all pixels with <10 m absolute displacement [Scherler et al., 2008] . Ideally, we first exclude all glacierized, non-stable areas and then compute these metrics over all the displacement values. However, this step is very labor intensive as it requires a manually generated mask hiding all glaciers, moving shadows, or other apparently moving features for each displacement map. Therefore, the 10-m absolute displacement threshold serves as a first-order mask for miscorrelated pixels and glacierized areas. This, however, leads to unintentional inclusion of some slow-moving ice, or shifting shadows in the statistics, ultimately resulting in a non-zero mean and a higher standard deviation. Therefore, we regard our estimates as upper limits for the expected uncertainties. Uncertainties in the annual velocities are derived from dividing the absolute displacement uncertainties by the temporal separation of the correlated images in. In most cases, the mean and standard deviation of the velocity uncertainty added are <2-4 m/yr. They are higher where images are separated by less than a year. Table S5 : Details on the investigated glaciers. Surging behavior is inferred from distorted medial moraines and classified either as none (-), observed at tributaries (T), or observed at the main glacier (M). 'HI' is hypsometrci integral. 
